Year 4
Curriculum leaﬂet
Spring 1

Earthquakes and
volcanoes

Reading

Writing

Fluency: continue to improve our skill
at reading with accuracy and speed.

We will be reading the book The Firework
Maker’s Daughter by Philip Pullman

Non-ﬁction geographic texts to help
gain new knowledge about our new
topic - ‘Earthquakes and
Volcanoes.’
Continue to read a wide variety of texts
in SFA and apply our reading skills to
answer a range of retrieval, inference
and applied knowledge questions.

will be learning how to:
● Write a narrative - inspired by
the ﬁrework-maker’s daughter
● Write information texts - on
why earthquakes take place
● Write explanation texts creating a machine inspired by
Wildspark written by Vashti
Hardy

ART/ DT

Computing

RE
We will be learning about: Hinduism
●
Hindu beliefs such as main God,

●

the idea of reincarnation and
Karma, and the idea of moksha
The Hindu relationship with god

The topic for this half term is sculpture
The children will be:
●
●
●

.

Looking closely at 3d sculptures and
carving
Consolidate on 3d Sketching
We will focus on the artist Barbara
hepworth

The children will be learning:
● How to stay safe online
● Write a program that accepts typed
input and produces on screen output
● Explain how algorithms are used
● Detect and correct errors in a
program

Maths
We will be learning about:

Multiplication
●
Recall facts up to 12 x 12 using
distributive law, commutativity
and arrays
fractions
● Add or subtract fractions with the
same denominator
● Recognise and represent common
and equivalent fractions in a
variety of ways
● Count up and down in hundredths
● Solve word problems to calculate
quantities

Home Learning
You can help me at home by:
● Supporting me to learn my
weekly spellings and spot
spelling patterns in other words
● Testing me on my times tables to
ensure i am becoming ﬂuent
● Listening to me read every day
and asking me questions about
the story

